
EAA Chapter 2 – Cookie Cutter Metalwork Project for Young Eagles – A Guide to 

Chapters 

Developed by Larry Zepp, EAA # 81346, Chapter 2 Vice President 

In 2011, I toured the Fort Wayne Maker Faire to see what the Maker Movement was all about. 

Since I was building a metal Zenith Zodiac aircraft, I was inspired to come up with a simple and 

fun way that kids could make something out of metal. The Chapter 2 Cookie Cutter Metalwork 

Activity was developed from this inspiration in late 2011. 

Young Eagles and Maker Faire participants have enjoyed making a cookie cutter out of a strip 

of aluminum since early 2012. At each of the popular EAA Chapter 2 Young Eagles Rally’s, an 

average of 75 kids make a cookie cutter and learn about metalworking. This activity was shared 

with EAA Headquarters and we received enthusiasm from EAA HQ on this activity. 

When we arrived at AirVenture 2016, we were surprised and honored to find that EAA had 

featured the cookie cutter activity in the Discover Aviation Center highlighting the Young Eagles 

program. On most days, over 200 kids used the two workstations to make a cookie cutter. EAA 

had simplified the process by adding a hole punch that kids could use instead of the drill and 

drill bit used previously by an adult volunteer. Aircraft Spruce was the gracious sponsor. We are 

also honored that EAA has featured this activity in the EAA’s Spirit of Aviation mobile 

experience trailer with sponsorship by Aircraft Spruce. 

Objective – A simple and fun activity for Young Eagle age kids that demonstrates how they can 

make a useful object out of metal – a cookie cutter. This uses many of the same skills used to 

build an aluminum aircraft. It is common that during a Chapter 2 Young Eagle Rally, 50-75 kids 

will make a cookie cutter with the help and supervision of adult volunteers. 

                              

Description of preparation and activity –  

Material and deburring – A 1” wide X 10-12” long strip of thin aluminum makes the perfect raw 

material for this project. Do you have a builder or aircraft company in the area that can donate 

scrap aluminum and turn it into strips for kids? This can be .008”- .025” thick aluminum, typical 

of wing / tail skins or roof flashing material. The sheet aluminum can be cut with a shear or a 

heavy duty paper cutter with a width stop added. If you can’t find an aircraft aluminum donation, 

rolled aluminum .008 - .010” thick can be found in roofing supplies. 

After cutting, the adult must remove all burrs and sharp edges from the strip. If you have 

aluminum that is .014 - .025” thick, a deburring tool that bevels both edges is quick and easy. 



See if you can borrow this type of deburring tool from a local aircraft builder for your event. If 

you are using roof flashing, it is generally too thin for the deburring tool and removing the burr 

on a 220 grit sandpaper sheet works well. A trimmed piece of aluminum angle can assist 

holding the strip while each edge is sanded. Each de-burred strip is placed in a marked 

container. See Photos  1 and 2. 

           

  Photo 1 – Double edge deburring tool                            Photo 2 Adult sanding strip smooth 

Adult checking each strip for sharp edges – Before handing an aluminum strip to a child, the 

adult volunteer re-checks for any sharp edges or burrs on the strip. If any are found, the strip is 

put back into the “Waiting to be de-burred” container. This insures that each child cannot get cut 

by handling the aluminum strip.  

Planning the cookie cutter design – The child is asked to choose a cookie cutter shape to 

make and plan how they will bend the strip to make this shape. Many examples are provided. 

This step stimulates the child’s creativity in choosing what they will make. Parents choosing a 

shape and doing the activity for the child is discouraged. The parent or adult volunteer can 

provide advice on bending after the child has selected a shape. 

Bending of the aluminum strip – The thin aluminum strip can easily be bent by the child’s 

fingers. A simple bending jig is also clamped to the table to help make more accurate bends. 

The child uses their fingers to push the strip around the pins or angle of the bending jig. Note – 

If you are using aluminum flashing, avoid sharp bends, since this thin aluminum has a hard 

temper and can crack. Plan for an overlap of 3/8”- ½” for installing the 1/8” Pop rivet. Photo 3. 

       

Photo 3 – Child using bending jig and finger pressure    Photo 4 – 1/8” Hole Punch  



Hole Punch – EAA HQ upgraded our process by using a hole punch for AirVenture 2016 that 

the kids could use instead of the adult drilled hole using a #30 drill bit. They use a punch from 

Harbor Freight that works well. We use a Roper Whitney hand punch with table stand (Aircraft 

Spruce) Photo 4. We found that smaller children did not have enough strength to use the 

punch. A handle extension to a 12.5” length makes this job easy for everyone (plan a handle 

length that lets two adult fingers punch the hole). 

Plan B – If the punch won’t work – Some of our young cookie cutter designers had a bend too 

close to the overlap and they could not get it into the punch. To avoid telling them they made a 

defective cookie cutter, keep a cordless drill handy just in case for the adult supervisor to use. 

Plan B safety - Adult drills pop rivet hole behind shield – If needed, the adult volunteer that 

is wearing safety glasses places the clamped strip overlap on scrap wood for support. A clear 

acrylic shield separates the adult from the children at the front of the table for safety. The adult 

drills one hole in the strip overlap. Photo 5. 

                           

          Photo 5 – Adult drills hole behind shield      Photo 6 – Child deburrs drilled hole 

Child deburrs the drilled hole – The child uses a drill bit or deburring tool to deburr the drilled 

hole and checks it is smooth. Photo 6 

Riveting the Cookie Cutter – A grooved wooden block is used to hold the upper handle of the 

riveter and this is clamped to the work table. This supports the riveter and makes it easy for the 

child to use both hands to push the handle downward. This method and instructing the child to 

keep their palms flat avoids pinches when the rivet pops. 

The adult asks the child to select a Pop rivet. The child places the Pop rivet into the hole. Then 

the adult takes the cookie cutter with rivet and inserts the rivet stem into the rivet puller tool. The 

adult instructs the child to place both palms on the rivet puller handle and push down. The adult 

makes sure the child does not wrap their fingers around the handle, to eliminate the possibility 

of pinching. After the first compression, the adult pulls the handle up and the child pushes down 

again. During the second press down, the 1/8” Pop rivet normally “Pops” pulling out the stem 

and setting the rivet. The adult hands the child the completed cookie cutter and declares “Great 

Job!” Photo 7. 



   

Photo 7 – Adult supervising while child pushes down on handle to set 1/8” Pop rivet 

This activity emphasizes both the Science / Math / Technology associated with flying and the 

Maker Movement of learning to build things that are useful. Most children and many adults are 

amazed that something useful like a cookie cutter can be made easily and quickly. The very low 

cost of the materials is subsidized by the chapter so that this is a FREE activity for all. Interested 

adults are also invited to participate in making a cookie cutter. 

On Young Eagle Rally days with poor weather, this metalworking activity helps “Carry the show” 

by providing extended activities for the assembled kids.  

      

For more information on this activity, contact Larry Zepp – skyking6500@gmail.com 

Fair skies and tailwinds,   

Larry Zepp 

VP, EAA Ch. 2 

Fort Wayne, IN     
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